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Lijie Chen - MIT
This is the Theory Group in the Department of Computer Science and Technology at Nanjing University.
Our research focuses on Theoretical Computer Science (TCS).
Research interests of the members of the theory group include: Algorithms: randomized algorithms, graph algorithms, parameterized algorithms, sampling and counting. Big data: theory of distributed computing, …

Mohsen Ghaffari: Home Page
We assume that the source and sensor are distributed on the boundary of the model. The sensors are in blue dots and the source is denoted by the red dot. an initial node spacing of 10 m and a nested node spacing of 1 m are used for the shortest path computation. A note on two problems in connexion with graphs.
Numb Math, 1 (1) (1959)

Pregel: a system for large-scale graph processing
Available onsite just one consecutive Friday and Saturday per month.
The Master's in Software Engineering addresses the demand for influential software engineers who have an expansive understanding of a variety of critical software engineering topics. Masters in Software Engineering, Software Engineer Degrees, Software Engineering Graduate Program.


Nov 15, 2021 · Given a graph and a source vertex src in graph, find shortest paths from src to all vertices in the given graph. The graph may contain negative weight edges. We have discussed Dijkstra’s algorithm for this problem. Dijkstra’s algorithm is a Greedy algorithm and time complexity is O((V+E)LogV) (with the use of Fibonacci heap).

Graph theory - Wikipedia
Photo by Toru. Research Interests: Theoretical Computer Science I have a broad interest in theoretical computer science. In particular, I am interested in Computational Complexity and Fine-Grained Complexity. I am currently a fifth-year graduate student at MIT, and I am very fortunate to be advised by Ryan Williams. Prior to that, I received my bachelor’s degree from Yao Class at …

Computer Science, M.S. | NYU Tandon School of Engineering
CSE 101: Introduction to Computer Science (3 credits)
Introduction to the use of computer hardware and software as tools for solving problems. Automated input devices and output methods (including pre-printed stationary and turnaround documents) as part of the solution. Using personal computers as effective problem solving tools for the present and the future.

Computer Science (COM S) | Iowa State University Catalog
Abstract data type specification and correctness. Collections including lists, stacks, queues, trees, heaps, maps, hash tables, and graphs. Big-O notation and algorithm analysis. Searching and sorting; Graph search and shortest path algorithms. Emphasis on object-oriented design, writing and documenting medium-sized programs.
How to get started with machine learning on graphs | by Collective Intelligence is a transdisciplinary open access journal devoted to advancing the theoretical and empirical understanding of group performance in diverse systems, from adaptive matter to cellular and neural systems to animal societies to all types of human organizations to hybrid AI-human teams and nanobot swarms. Visit https://cola.acm.org for more information …

Algorithms | Free Full-Text | A Pathfinding Problem for This web site is hosted by the Software and Systems Division, Information Technology Laboratory, NIST. Development of this dictionary started in 1998 under the editorship of Paul E. Black. This is a dictionary of algorithms, algorithmic techniques, data structures, archetypal problems, and related definitions.

Digging into Big Provenance (with SPADE) | December 2021 To make querying more usable for navigating big provenance and performing faceted searches, a new surface was developed. Its name, Quick-Grail, derives from the fact that its design was inspired by the Grail project 2 and initially implemented atop the Quickstep database. 12 Subsequently, SPADE added support for using Quick-Grail with the Neo4j graph and Postgres …

packages by category | Hackage Heterogeneous graphs. A heterogeneous graph [Hussein et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2019, Yang et al., 2020] (or heterogeneous information network [Sun et al., 2011, Sun and Han, 2012]) is a directed graph where each node and edge is assigned one type. Heterogeneous graphs are thus akin to directed edge-labelled graphs – with edge labels corresponding to edge types – but …


COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING GraphX is a new component in Spark for graphs and graph-parallel computation. We can use the Pregel operator to express computation such as single source shortest path in the following example. import org While a detailed description of the optimizations used in the GraphX representation of distributed graphs is beyond the scope of this

Courses - Department of Computer Science IIT Delhi Using graphs to model real-world phenomena is not a new idea. In 1736, Leonhard Euler has invented the graph data structure to solve the problem of “seven bridges of Königsberg”. Graphs existed way before the first computer was even an idea. In fact, as we will see in this article, graphs helped to make the computer possible.


Fifty Years of P vs. NP and the Possibility of the 魏哲巍博士,教授,博导。2008年本科毕业于北京大学数学科学学院,2012年博士毕业于香港科技大学计算机系;2012年至2014年于奥胡斯大学海量数据算法研究中心担任博士后研究员,2014年9月加入中国人民大学信息学院担任副教授,2019年8月起任教授。

TCS @ NJU In mathematics, graph theory is the study of graphs, which are mathematical structures used to model pairwise relations between objects. A graph in this context is made up of vertices (also called nodes or points) which are connected by edges (also called links or lines). A distinction is made between undirected graphs, where edges link two vertices symmetrically, and directed …


What are the Applications of Graphs in Computer Science This course is an introduction to machine learning and the analysis of large data sets using distributed computation and storage infrastructure. Basic machine learning methodology and relevant statistical theory will be presented in lectures. This course covers the basics of the theory of finite graphs. Topics include shortest paths

Distributed computing - Wikipedia The basic notions of algorithms and proofs date back to at least the ancient Greeks, but as far as we know they never considered a general problem such as P vs. NP. The basics of efficient
computation and nondeterminism were developed in the 1960s. The P vs. NP question was formulated earlier than that, we just didn't know it.

Computer Science < University of Chicago Catalog applied algorithms include shortest paths computations, different avors of clustering, and variations on the page rank theme. There are many other graph computing problems of practical value, e.g., minimum cut and connected components. E cient processing of large graphs is challenging. Graph algorithms often exhibit poor locality of memory


Computer Science and Engineering Dec 17, 2021 · In a previous paper by the author, a pathfinding problem for directed trees is studied under the following situation: each edge has a nonnegative integer length, but the length is unknown in advance and should be found by a procedure whose computational cost becomes exponentially larger as the length increases. In this paper, the same problem is studied for a …

Computation | Free Full-Text | Recent Developments Dec 06, 2018 · Graphs are a really flexible and powerful way to represent data. Traditional relational databases, with their fixed schemas, make it hard to store connections between different entities, yet such

Knowledge Graphs Joe Celko, in Joe Celko's Trees and Hierarchies in SQL for Smarties (Second Edition), 2012. 2.7 Leveled Adjacency List Model. This next approach is credited to Dr. David Rozenshtein in an article he wrote in the now defunct Sybase user’s SQL FORUM magazine (Vol. 3, No. 4, 1995). The approach he took was to do a breadth-first search instead of a depth-first search of the tree.

Bellman–Ford Algorithm | DP-23 - GeeksforGeeks Query-by-Sketch: Scaling Shortest Path Graph Queries on Very Large Networks Ye Wang (Australian National University)*; Qing Wang (ANU); Henning Koehler (Massey University); Yu Lin (Australian National University) Graphsurge: Graph Analytics on View Collections Using Differential Computation

Graph Types and Applications - GeeksforGeeks Efficient primitives for distributed operating systems and high-performance network servers, including concurrent and event-driven server architectures, remote procedure calls, and load shedding. Distributed naming, directory, and storage services, replication for fault tolerance, and security in distributed systems.

CSE Course Description | Brac University Jun 30, 2021 · Distributed optimizer support enhancement. An example is when a specific tensor has a varying size that depends on the computation for each iteration. Because tensor size information is kept on the CPU, there must be a synchronization between GPU and CPU to pass the tensor size information for proper buffer allocation. CUDA Graphs is a

MLPerf v1.0 Training Benchmarks: Insights into a Record Apr 19, 2016 · Anomaly detection is the process of identifying unexpected items or events in datasets, which differ from the norm. In contrast to standard classification tasks, anomaly detection is often applied on unlabeled data, taking only the internal structure of the dataset into account. This challenge is known as unsupervised anomaly detection and is addressed in …

Adjacency List - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics Dec 02, 2021 · The aim of this research is to provide a better prediction for noise attenuation using thin rigid barriers. In particular, the paper presents an analysis on four methods of computing the noise attenuation using acoustic barriers: Maekawa-Tatge formulation, Kurze and Anderson algorithm, Menounou formulation, and the general prediction method (GPM-ISO …

A Comparative Evaluation of Unsupervised Anomaly Detection Distributed computing is a field of computer science that studies distributed systems. A distributed system is a system whose components are located on different networked computers, which communicate and coordinate their actions by passing messages to one another from any system. The components interact with one another in order to achieve a common goal.

Seismic source location using the shortest path method 3 Credits Distributed Operating Systems CS-GY6253 This course introduces distributed-networked computer systems. Topics: Distributed control and consensus. Notions of time in distributed systems. Client/Server communications protocols. Middleware. Distributed File Systems and
Services. Fault tolerance, replication and transparency. Peer-to-peer

About ACM Publications Nov 16, 2018 - Finite Graphs: A graph is said to be finite if it has finite number of vertices and finite number of edges. Infinite Graph: A graph is said to be infinite if it has infinite number of vertices as well as infinite number of edges. Trivial Graph: A graph is said to be trivial if a finite graph contains only one vertex and no edge. Simple Graph: A simple graph is a graph which …